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From farm visits to garden strolls,
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filled with opportunities to get out
and enjoy nature Sonoma Living
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Civilian eyes
on law enforcement

Gov. Jerry Brown

State’s
image
meets dry
reality
Will relentless drought,
water cutbacks spell end
to California dream?
By ADAM NAGOURNEY
and JACK HEALY
N EW YO R K T I M ES

CONNER JAY / The Press Democrat

FACE TO FACE: In the wake of the Oct. 22, 2013, shooting death of 13-year-old Andy Lopez by a Sonoma County sheriff’s deputy, calls for civilian oversight of
law enforcement took on a renewed urgency. One week after Lopez was killed, protesters march toward the Sonoma County Sheriff’s Office.

Task force studying independent oversight options close to presenting plan
By JULIE JOHNSON
TH E P RE S S D E MO C RAT

O

n the crest of a national movement to scrutinize police practices, Sonoma County is
poised to create a form of civilian oversight
for law enforcement.
The Board of Supervisors could soon start to fill
in the details of a broad-brush proposal that would
help open a window into policing practices and
complaint investigations. A community task force
has spent a year studying the successes and weaknesses of more than 200 such programs nationwide
and will continue to gather community input as it
hammers out the final recommendation it will give
to the board, slated for next month.
Calls for civilian oversight of law enforcement
are not new to Sonoma County, but the demands
were renewed with the Oct. 22, 2013, shooting death
of 13-year-old Andy Lopez by a deputy. Lopez was
carrying an airsoft BB gun resembling an assault
rifle as he walked to a friend’s house in his Moorland
Avenue neighborhood on Santa Rosa’s outskirts.
The deputy called out for him to drop the gun,
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Sold as babies,
group seeks
out lost past
By KIRK JOHNSON
NEW YO R K T I M ES
CRISTA JEREMIASON / The Press Democrat

HAMMERING OUT PLAN: The Community and Local Law Enforcement Task Force, seen
meeting in September in Santa Rosa, has been working for more than a year to develop a
proposal for an independent auditing board to monitor the Sonoma County Sheriff’s Office.
INSIDE: The 50 citizen complaints lodged against the Sonoma County Sheriff’s Office in 2012
provide a look at how many incidents a proposed oversight board might review A11

San Jose serves as auditing model
By JULIE JOHNSON
THE PRESS D E MO C RAT

A

police officer stops you and
orders you to sit down on the
curb. Maybe you’re handcuffed. Eventually, you’re free to go.
After hearing complaints from
people that these “limited detentions” were happening to black and
Latino people far more often than
white people, San Jose’s Independent Police Auditor LaDoris Cordell
decided it was time to suggest the
Police Department get to the bottom of those accusations once and
for all.
“People were saying it’s only

LOS ANGELES — For more
than a century, California has
been the state where people
flocked for a better life — 164,000
square miles of mountains,
farmland and coastline, shimmering with ambition and
dreams, money and beauty. It
was the cutting-edge symbol of
possibility: Hollywood, Silicon
Valley, aerospace, agriculture
and vineyards.
But now a punishing drought
— and the unprecedented measures the state announced last
week to compel people to reduce
water consumption — is forcing
a reconsideration of whether
the aspiration of untrammeled
growth that has for so long been
this state’s driving engine has
run against the limits of nature.
The 25 percent cut in water
consumption ordered by Gov.
Jerry Brown raises fundamental
questions about what life in California will be like in the years
ahead, and even whether this
state faces the prospect of people leaving for wetter climates
— assuming, as Brown and other
state leaders do, that this marks
a permanent change in the climate, rather than a particularly
severe cyclical drought.
This state has survived many

because of our race. Police said
we don’t do that, we don’t engage
in race bias,” Cordell said. “These
are perceptions on either side. I
am pushing for the city to have an
independent analysis.”
A citizen task force appointed to
come up with a law enforcement
oversight model that would work
for Sonoma County is about to
present a plan that is closely modeled after San Jose’s Office of the
Independent Police Auditor and,
to a lesser degree, the BART Office
of the Independent Police Auditor
program, formed in 2011.
The city of San Jose’s auditor
recommendations are nonbinding

— and they would also be nonbinding in Sonoma County — and
a major function of the office is
community outreach. What San
Jose’s office has accomplished is
instructive as to what might be
possible here.
Cordell is a uniquely outspoken
individual. When she was appointed by the city in 2010, critics
wondered whether the former
judge with ties to civil rights groups
would be able to work well with
police.
Three years into the job, Cordell has pushed the city to allow
her to release more details about
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LaDoris
Cordell
San Jose’s
independent
police auditor was
appointed by the
city in 2010.

COEUR D’ALENE, Idaho —
Sue Docken’s start in life, in
1951, with a no-questions-asked
cash adoption at the hands of a
midwife, had strong elements of
the crime scene that it was.
Her adoptive father was told
to stay in the car and keep the
motor running. His wife went
into a nondescript office building in Butte, Mont., where she
met with the midwife, Gertrude
Pitkanen, and was handed the
hours-old infant and the afterbirth, offered a peek through
a curtain at the young mother
lying in a bed, and told to leave.
The afterbirth was thrown out
the window on the drive home,
Docken was later told by her
adoptive parents, who paid
$500 for her that day.
Docken is one of about two
dozen people, mostly in the West,
belonging to a self-styled club
whose members call themselves
“Gertie’s Babies.” More are believed to be out there, unknown
perhaps even to themselves.
Their lives are diverse, connected only by a common
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MARIN SUN FARMS MARKS YEAR: Farmers
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